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Campus School Features Novel Design; Completion Nearing

The revolutionary new campus school adjacent to Martin hall is rapidly being finished in time for the start of school in early September.

The new school will offer a startling contrast to classroom observation. In the present school where college students in education remember folding tables and desks, there will be no folding in the rear of classrooms or slicing by the head of parents.

Since the new building is in use as many as eight classes of 50 everything in contact with a minimum of disturbance of elementary school students.

The more thought of 400 college students attempting to observe classes at the same time would probably give Dr. Robert W. Reid, principal, the cold shudders but the future is mentioned to give the capacity of the observation gallery.

Dr. Reid took an Eastern reporter on a tour of the building this week to explain the items of design which promise to make it as outstanding building of its kind.

The observation areas are similar to those found in a secondary school but where observers are in the rear of the room looking down, the inside is blacked out to the faces of the teachers.

The observation gallery will be separated from the classrooms by a clear glass wall which will block the vision of the children but will give the college students a clear view of everything in the classroom.

A plate glass is to be installed behind the wall so the college instructors and their classes may discuss what they see at the time it is occurring without disturbing the students.

The gallery will be no secret in the eye-in-the-corner type of observation but it is placed for observation of the classroom that has been possible in the past.

Lack of adequate observation of the school and the gallery will bring all classroom sounds to the gallery through the glass.

The gallery instructor will have a telephone connection with the classroom instructor whose voice may be switched to the head speakers, as well, if there is a point to be stressed for all the observers.

Dr. Reid said during the tour that several campus school directors have already expressed interest in viewing the campus school as it is completed.

Classrooms separated from the classrooms have been tried in other campus schools but often the rear of the room and so far as Dr. Reid knows, the design of four observation rooms serving four classrooms in a unit is unique.

Construction on the building started Sept. 30, 1954, when Dr. Don S. Paterson, EWCE president, asked Dr. Reid to begin discussing needs of a new building with his staff. The building, unlike most structures, was designed from inside out. Dr. Reid and his staff laid out detailed floor plans of what they wanted and Architect George K. Bausch designed a building around it.

Final plans were displayed in April, 1955, and four years after Dr. Paterson's first suggestion, the building was well under way.

Dr. Reid has enlisted the aid of his staff and the children in the choice of colors for the decoration of classrooms and public areas.

The main entrance of the school will feature an open court area with the multi-wing of the building directly in front of visitors.

The classrooms will be in octagonal shaped wings to the right and left of the office area.

The gymnasium and auditorium areas of Martin hall are being completed as rapidly as the campus school which is being built by a covered corridor.

The new building is being constructed by the Martin building company at a cost of $34 per square foot, a figure in line with normal school buildings and amazing in the light of the unusual features, according to school construction statistics.

Use of Martin hall as offices and classrooms for the education department is planned. In the future, educational students may be able to observe classes in the new building without leaving their classrooms as conduits are being built into the building for closed circuit TV.

"However, television viewing of the classrooms will have to await refinement of the cameras as they will give a better picture than they now do before we can go along with that development," Dr. Reid said.

ISLE-LO TONIGHT

Five games of Ilelo, a freestyle game with each hand played will be played at the Isle-land this evening at 7 p.m.

Two Regular games with $1 prizes and the fifth will be a blackout game for $5.

Driver Training Workshop

Offers Work in Five Areas

Elidon E. Engle, a state-wide authority on traffic safety this summer, will direct one of the 11 driver education over offered by EWCE.

"The workshop will concern five phases of driving and the course and each supervised by a specialist," Engle said.

The workshop begins July 6.

The Washington State patrol, the District Club of Washington, the state department of insurance and other agencies are cooperating in the project.

Robert C. Koop, chief examiner of drivers for the state patrol and Harry L. Halsted of the state department of education will direct the section on driving school.

"The driver education workshop new in program on the EWCE campus was the wish of Miss Mercedes Leon of Quito, Ecuador.

"The workshop is under the direction of Dr. George T. Robinson and has been meeting each afternoon since the start of the summer," Engle said. "Last week a second floor of Batecliff hall. When many students were signed for the workshop they had no idea that part of workshop would be devoted to lunching and enjoyable sessions with Miss Leon.

"Miss Leon is nearing completion of her doctor's degree in Ecuador and related problems will be discussed by Arther J. Peterson of Almatin life insurance company, and John H. Raymond of Western States life insurance company. She will discuss the legal and public relations related to driver education.

Orals by July 24

Students in the master of education program who plan to graduate in the summer must complete their orals by July 24, Dr. Walter L. Powers, acting director of graduate study, reminded them.

If no committee assignment has been made for an individual student, he should see Dr. Powers immediately.

Lecturer Tells View of Caribbean Area

Dr. Hubert Herring expressed his views of the Caribbean to an informal audience of 10 on Monday evening, June 22, in the lounge of利好 testified.

According to Dr. Herring, the area is rich in all, minerals, metals and forests but the countries are desperately poor.

"When you have poverty, you have people who want to take over," Dr. Herring said.

"Following three distinct periods of trying to win the confidence of these people, the United States may now be fighting the Russians that we have no time to conduct an empire," he added.

Herring stressed that the U.S. needs a "constructive and consistent" policy.

The lecture was followed by a question and answer session. During this period of the lecture, Fred Cano came into the room and said he was 'basically good.'

31 Eye MA

Completion

Candidates for graduation with master of education degrees will be reviewed by the graduate committee Monday evening.

They are:


Others include:

Stanley H. Fertig, Opportunity; Ronnie H. Bhard and Karl Sandall, Bursary; E. G. Conover—Willis R. Brown, Wenasquin—Mary H. Jones, Longview; Thomas K. Casper, Waterville; Edward J. Dunn, Brenport; Leonard N. Herr-

Clarke; William V. Hinchliffe, of Otterbein; Peter N. Lassie, Ephraim; in the names of the students.


Friend—Pernell W. Wilson, Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, Mer- ald; Nettie O. Martin, Arciie J. Barnwell, LaGrande; Mrs. E. A. Ritz, Black Bluff, Allow-

Senn, Penn.

BOWLING LOOP ROLLS

A summer bowling league with the STUB allies Thursday and Thursdays from 7 to 10 p.m. will be open for interested bowlers.

FULLBRIGHT SCHOLAR IS

Leading Workshop

One of the unexpected benefits of the Spanish educational minority work shop is now in progress on the EWCE campus was the visit of Miss Mercedes Leon of Quito, Ecuador.

"I am sure of the people who are more interested in your wonderful educational system," Miss Leon concluded.

For year has been spent at Michigan State University in Michigan where she encountered American educational system.

"It has been such a pleasure working with Dr. Robinson I will help with the workshop if added.

The workshop is scheduled for six weeks in July.

Miss Leon has also been of-Fering Spanish classes to children at the Spokane YWCA every week.

BALLETTROPPE

PLANS PROGRAM FOR TONIGHT

A delightful evening for those attending the summer and modern ballet is promised this evening when the women's band of the Westhever Girls' Band of the Heights will be the guests of the program.

Following an intermission of a fine performance of the band, the program is scheduled to start at 8:15 p.m. in the Scho- walter auditorium.

The subject of the program will be the ambitions of the girls.

Following an intermission of the program, a fine performance of the band will be the guest of the program.

"It is a very important event for the girls," Miss Leon said.

Roses are red, violets are blue,

I love you girl, and right now I don't have.
EWCE Board Seeks to Clear Final Hurts of '53 Squabble

The art of bigness of a man—or an institution—is the desire to make amends in the interests of fair play, to wipe the record clean and go on to new accomplishments.

EWCE Board Seeks to Clear Final Hurts of '53 Squabble

By Jessie McLellan

Summer Slavers

Woman's Anole

Communing Wives

Slaves have soft chocolate and vanilla ice cream!

As, pistachio, peppermint, vanilla, chocolate, strawberry, coffee, and orange sherbert in hard ice cream.

M-N-M Drive In

Modern-Day Men extend the season for healthy, active evening entertaining with patio lighting and electric heat units.

LIVE BETTER... ELECTRICALLY.

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.
Lack of Cars, TV Desirable Part of Teaching in Alaska

A teaching post 100 miles from the nearest road and 100 miles from the nearest town comprises the usual working conditions for many teachers in Alaska. The couple are Edward T. Barrie, 55, and his wife Betty, 27. And they'll have their three children, ages 2, 3, and 7 with them.

The pair will be teaching at Tunkaitik, Alaska, near the Bering Sea, in a two-room school. They were employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, encouraged by Edward T. Barrie, to take the post. They are enrolled in an EWCV after a one-year teaching stint at Kiwigillingok, also on the Bering Sea.

At Kiwigillingok, the Barries and one other couple were the only whites in the isolated village. Barrie taught eighth through ninth grade, his wife taught first graders, young children where she was preparing for the first grade. There were six days in the school.

There were also evening classes for adults, taught by one of the other teachers. Adults were required to bring a flat shovel and sufficient amount of time on the evening level.

Kiwigillingok consists of a native store and a few native houses. There are 14 are houses. Most are one-room, a few have two rooms. As for the Barries, they and their three children lived in a modern frame house oil heat, electricity and water pressure. The school, too, was modern and well-equipped.

But all buildings were on stilts, the school and the school and the Arctic tundra is no place to try to walk to Barrie. The little town has no sidewalks, no walks, and in the summer, to get off the sidewalk meant climbing up to one's knees in mud.

There was no shopping problem, Mrs. Barrie said. They order food once a year from the catalog of a wholesale company in Seattle. Then the food ships by from the town. Barrie to the Bering Sea, then taken by a small boat back to the Bering Sea and up the Kiwigillingok river to the village, a total distance of some 250 miles.

If you forgot something, Mrs. Barrie said, "It's just too bad. Our first year, I ordered extra flour, so we had to have 50 pounds flown in. It cost $13."

Ice is melted in the winter to furnish drinking water. In the summer, rainwater is caught on the roof and piped to a tank.

The lowest temperature last winter was a mild 32 below, Barrie said. It snowed only about 3 feet, but drifts were as high as 12 feet. Summer days are warm and long.

The teachers are also the village doctors. Both have been trained by the bureau.

Each evening, they were able to walk the hospital at Bethel, 100 miles away, by short wave radio, and consult with a physician who would need personal medical help.

Mail is delivered to the village once a week by air. "When the mail arrives, the planes are equipped with extra skis, floats or wheels, depending upon the weather and time of the year.

The high prices are very helpful," Barrie said. "They do all kinds of errands for us. Once we had one bring in a large package of frozen fish and vegetables. They cost $20."

Barrie, a graduate of North Dakota Agricultural college with a degree in education, has also attended the University of Alaska. He is working on an advanced degree at EWVCE, Mrs. Barrie is an under-graduate.

"It's the only place in the world to live," they both agreed. "We'll be glad to get back away from television, crowds and machine noise."

"A good way to raise a family—it's a family is a real family in Alaska.

Koffee Korner Program Starts

The small group which took advantage of the opportunity for discussion of world affairs and free coffee at the first Kedlese Koffee Korner last Thursday at 10, discussed suggested compromise that was proposed on the German phase of the cold war.

As one member of the group put it, "We seemed to enjoy ourselves and solved in half an hour what the foreign minister's committee do in many gar- rulous days."

Summer Students We at Ratcliffe Co. invite you to make our garage your headquarters for all your automotive needs.

Our expert shop personnel are ready to serve you.

Our parts dept. is always well stocked with genuine Ford parts and accessories.

Come in and take a test drive in the "World's most beautifully proportioned Cars" The '59 Ford.

Look over our excellent stock of Used Cars, many of them low mileage, one owner cars.

We will be looking forward to meeting you.

Summer Students Visit the A & W Drive in for a refreshing drink.

Also, Ice Cream and hamburgers to go.

A & W Root Beer

Repeal of a Sellout! Dacon Snapping Bags

2 for 34.50

Buy one for every member of the family at this new, low price! Our "Kainalu" trousers, treated with heavy duck cover "Covral" built-in insulating ground pad. Pull upper so you can zip two bags together. Double long fly cover, snap front. Bag 24" wide, stand 12.5%, Faneuette lining. Reg. 19.95 ea., special, 2 for 34.50.

Repeat of a Sellout! Dacon Snapping Bags

2 for 34.50

Please in Home is First Step Toward Worldwide Accord

Unity and harmonious living in the family group is the first step toward world peace, Mrs. Ruth P. Osborne feels. In fact, she feels this so strongly that she asked, "Will we learn to live harmoniously together in a family group how can we hope to live together as national groups?"

Mrs. Osborne, who is an instructor in family living at Helsinki, Ill., high school during the regular school term, will conduct a family life education workshop on the EWCV campus July 6 to 17 from 2 to 9 p.m.

Mrs. Osborne has her master's degree and has taken advanced study at the University of Chicago.

She feels this course can be of great help to teachers teaching in any way. Those not actively involved in teaching can learn much from the workshop.

The workshop will deal mainly with human relations, principles of mental health, emotional maturity and how to achieve these ideals, beginning with the family and home. It is not a course in sex and marriage.

Mule Problems Are Lecture Subject

Ford Schenck a director of "World Neighbors" was the second lecturer on the summer schedule giving his talk on a trip to Egypt July 6 at 8:30 p.m. at the island Lounge.

Title of his talk will be "People, Places and Problems along the Nile."

This talk will be "People, Places and Problems along the Nile."

Grad Club Chooses 4

The graduate study club essay, a discussion group of graduate students attending the summer session, organized last Wednesday with election of officers.

John Fry was named president of the group, Fent Underwood, vice president, Lucile Johnson, secretary-treasurer and Howard O'dell, representative.

Dr. Walter Powers, acting director of graduate study, program at EWCV spoke on the various phases of the graduate study program.

The club meets every Wednesday noon at the Louise Anderson lounge.
Need Reservations For Canada Trip

If you are suffering from wanderlust and would like to complete your post-season work this summer at Lake Louise, you may do so by making reservations for the trip with Francis J. Schadeck by Monday, July 6. A necessary part of reserving is payment of a $20 hundred deposit.

A field excursion to the Canadian Rockies and adjoining national park is planned for summer 1959 by the EWCE.

The 12-day trip will be led by Schadeck, chairman of the department of geography and geology. He is also chairman of the Spokane county planning commission.

While college students may take the trip for credit, anyone may enroll and join the tour if no credit is desired. Those who wish to camp may do so. Schadeck said that accommodations will be arranged for those who prefer to sleep in motels and eat in restaurants.

Traveling by private autos, the group is scheduled to leave the Eastern Washington campus at 8 a.m. on August 3.

The first day's trip will be to Belfour on Kootenay lake, R. C., via Lake Roosevelt, the Columbia river valley and Nelson, B. C. From Belfour, the group will go by ferry across Kootenay lake to Kaslo, B. C., with an afternoon visit to the Sullivan mine and camp.

On the third day, the tour will reach Lake Louise by way of Nelson Hot springs and Banff national park.

Reading Workshop Uses Six Models

Alice Simonds, supervisor of reading in the Seattle public schools, is currently directing a reading workshop on campus which five sixth-grade teachers from various reading instruction.

Following the daily demonstration, a discussion period is held explaining the teachers as to why certain techniques had been used. The class also works in groups and new methods and materials are discussed.

Miss Simonds feels reading is the most important tool subject we have. When reading improves, other areas also improve.

When questioned as to the secret in teaching reading, Miss Simonds replied, "If you teach for getting the meaning in reading, you will teach other skills that are necessary." It is an integral part of the program.

Those students participating in the demonstration are Phillip Graf, Robert Pohl, Bruce Harahan, Susan McKendry, David Peterson, Alex Rajala and Edward Tarlidge.

The fourth and fifth day will be spent in the vicinity of Lake Louise and will feature hiking and recreation as desired. Side trips to Columbia Ice fields and Jasper national park and to the Athabasca glacier by snowmobile will be arranged.

Leaving Lake Louise, the party is scheduled to drive to Calgary with a half day in Banff for sight seeing and recreation.

From Calgary, the group will make a stop at the international Peace bridge before stopping at Many Glaciers in Glacier national park.

The eighth and ninth day, Aug. 11 and 12, will permit hiking and recreation in the vicinity of Many Glaciers and in Waterton lakes. Hikers will be able to visit Grand Glacier, Ledger lake and the Pagan Wall. A trip to Browning, Mont., and the Flathead Indian museum is also planned.

A drive from Many Glaciers to Lake McDonald via the Going-to-the-Sun highway and Logan pass is scheduled for the next day.

On the last day of the tour, Aug. 13, the group will leave Lake McDonald for home, stopping atHungry Horse dam.

And believe me, joo, the victory of Johnson and his con...